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1	 Introduction	
	

Welcome	 to	 DevNet	 Sandbox	 Collaboration	 11.5	 lab	 environment.	 This	 sandbox	 supports	 voice,	
video,	 IM	 and	 presence	 as	 well	 as	 the	 Collaboration	 APIs	 incorporated	 into	 Call	 Manager	 and	
Presence.		The	environment	consists	of	the	following	servers.	

• Unified	Communications	Manager	Publisher	11.5	
• Unified	Communications	Manager	Subscriber	11.5	
• Unified	Presence	11.5	
• Windows	2012	R2	server	active	directory	and	DNS	

This	is	a	free	of	charge	lab	which	is	available	to	any	Cisco	DevNet	member	

2	 Reserving	the	lab		
	

The	DevNet	Sandbox	 is	accessible	through	Cisco	DevNet	at	http://developer.cisco.com.	Users	need	
to	 register	 and	 login	 to	 the	DevNet	 site.	 This	 is	 completely	 free	 of	 charge.	Once	 registered,	 scroll	
down	 to	 the	 Sandbox	 Icon	on	and	 click.	 This	will	 bring	 you	 into	 the	 Sandbox	home	page.	Click	on	
“Get	 Started	 with	 Sandbox”	 link.	 This	 will	 open	 the	 sandbox	 portal	 and	 immediately	 display	 all	
available	sandboxes	to	you.		

Select	Collaboration	on	the	right	hand	category	menu	and	then	look	for	the	“Collaboration	11.5”	tile.	
Hit	reserve.	

	

	

			Figure	2.1	Collaboration	11.5	tile		
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	 	 	 	 							Figure	2.2	Reservation	window		

	

Choose	duration.	 You	 can	 reserve	up	 to	 a	maximum	of	 5	days.	 The	 reservation	name	 can	also	be	
changed.		Hit	the	reserve	button	to	kick	start	your	lab	setup.		

The	main	 topology	page	will	 then	open	and	 the	 lab	will	go	 into	setup	mode.	During	 this	 time,	 the	
servers	are	cloned	and	a	free	VLAN	is	assigned	to	the	user.	This	takes	approximately	15	minutes.	An	
email	will	be	sent	to	the	user	when	the	setup	is	complete	and	the	lab	is	ready.		

	

3	 Connecting	to	your	Sandbox	Servers		
	

There	are	two	ways	to	connect	to	your	private	Sandbox	11.5	lab.	The	most	popular	method	is	Cisco	
Anyconnect	 VPN	 Client.	 This	 client	 can	 be	 downloaded	 here	 (Windows,	 Mac	 and	 Linux).	 Mobile	
Versions	of	Anyconnect	are	also	available	for	Android	and	iOS.	These	are	available	free	from	the	app	
store.		

When	your	sandbox	is	built,	you	will	receive	an	email	with	subject	“Your	DevNet	Sandbox	is	ready”.	
This	 contains	all	 the	 information	you	need	 to	 connect	 to	 the	 lab.	Once	Anyconnect	 is	 installed	on	
your	device	you	are	ready	to	connect	to	your	private	sandbox.		

The	 mail	 contains	 and	 VPN	 headend	 and	 credentials	 specific	 to	 your	 lab.	 Enter	 these	 into	 the	
Anyconnect	 client	 to	 connect.	 Please	 note	 that	 these	 credentials	 are	 revoked	 at	 the	 end	 of	 your	
reservation.	

For	 more	 information	 on	 Anyconnect	 installation	 and	 configuration,	 see	 the	 “VPN”	 tab	 on	 your	
sandbox	portal	instructions.	

The	second	method	is	using	a	hardware	VPN	router	to	build	a	tunnel	to	the	lab	directly.	We	support	
IPsec	connections	from	881	or	891	routers.	For	more	information	on	this,	please	open	a	case	on	your	
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support	 page	 here.	 Setup	 of	 HW	 VPN	 takes	 time	 and	 but	 can	 be	 useful	 when	 requiring	 physical	
phones	or	servers	connected	to	the	sandbox	

	

4	 Main	Topology	Page	
	

Once	setup	is	complete,	the	lab	will	go	into	Active	mode	(see	upper	right	hand	corner).	This	means	
that	the	servers	are	cloned	and	are	ready	for	use.		

	

	

Figure	4.1	Collaboration	11.5	topology		

	

The	 main	 topology	 page	 is	 shown	 in	 figure	 4.1.	 From	 this	 page,	 the	 user	 can	 access	 instruction,	
documentation	and	each	of	the	available	servers.	The	user	can	also	end	or	extend	their	reservation.		

The	main	functions	are	as	follows:	

	

Clicking	 on	 this	 opens	 a	 tabbed	 window	 on	 the	 left	 hand	 side	 of	 the	 screen.	 This	 provides	 an	
overview	of	the	lab,	documentation,	VPN	access	instructions	and	links	to	other	resources.	Clicking	on	
the	button	again	will	close	the	window.	

	

Clicking	 on	 the	 commands	window	 opens	 up	 a	window	 on	 the	 right	 had	 side	 of	 the	 screen.	 This	
shows	any	executed	commands	run	by	the	automation	or	in	some	topologies	by	the	user.		
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This	will	display	the	automation	commands	run	during	setup.	This	is	not	applicable	to	the	user	in	this	
particular	topology.		

	

	

Displays	 the	 scripting	output	during	 setup	and	 teardown	od	 the	 sandbox.	This	window	can	be	 left	
open	to	display	the	current	status	of	setup.	User	assigned	VPN	URL	and	credentials	are	also	provided	
in	this	window.	

	

Figure	4.2		Output	Window	display	

	

	

	

Clicking	on	 this	will	open	a	 small	 topology	map	at	 the	bottom	 left	hand	side	of	 the	screen.	This	 is	
useful	when	negotiating	larger	topologies	that	cannot	fit	on	the	screen	at	once.		

	

	

This	will	reduce/increase	the	size	of	the	resources.		
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This	indicator	on	the	top	right	hand	side	of	the	page	show	how	long	is	left	in	the	reservation.	Note	
that	the	cloned	servers	will	be	deleted	at	the	end	of	the	reservation.	

	

The	 user	 may	 end	 the	 reservation	 immediately	 by	 clicking	 on	 this	 icon.	 Confirmation	 will	 be	
requested.	

	

This	allows	the	user	to	extend	the	reservation	

	

This	is	the	status	indicator	of	the	lab.	This	can	either	be	in	

	“Setup”	Lab	is	setting	up	and	servers	are	cloning.	User	does	not	have	access	during	this	time	

“Active”:	Lab	is	complete	and	ready	for	use.	User	receives	email	with	VPN	access	details	

“Teardown”:	Lab	servers	are	deleted	and	VPN	access	is	revoked.	
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5	 Accessing	Lab	Resources	
	

The	resources	in	the	lab	are	displayed	on	the	topology	window,	as	shown	below.		

	

	

			 	 					Figure	5.1	Resources	in	the	Collaboration	11.5	Environment	

	

Each	resource	is	represented	by	a	rectangular	icon.	“VLANXXX”	represents	the	private	VLAN	that	the	
servers	are	attached	to.		

The	 lab	 resources	 of	 interest	 to	 the	 user	 are	 prepended	 by	 the	 username	 i.e.	 in	 the	 case	 above,	
jokearns.	 These	 are	 the	 Call	 Manager	 Publisher,	 Call	 Manager	 Subscriber,	 Presence	 Server	 and	
Windows	2012	R2	DNS	server.		

In	order	 to	get	more	 information	about	any	of	 these	 resources,	hover	over	 the	 resource.	A	 list	of	
access	 options	 will	 be	 displayed	 as	 shown	 in	 figure	 5.2.	 In	 this	 case	 (Unified	 Communications	
Manager	 resource),	 the	 options	 are	 HTTP	 and	 SSL.	 This	 will	 be	 the	 same	 of	 the	 Subscriber	 and	
Presence	resources.	The	Windows	server	will	display	RDP	 for	a	 remote	desktop	connection	 to	 this	
server.		

Clicking	on	 the	option	will	 open	 a	 separate	 tab	 in	 the	browser	 and	 the	 selected	 access	will	 open.	
Login	is	automatic.	These	is	no	need	to	enter	the	credentials.		
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	 	 	 	 Figure	5.2		Option	to	Access	a	resource		

	

If	 you	 require	 the	 credentails	 of	 a	 specific	 resource,	 simply	 hover	 over	 the	 resource	 and	 select	
attributes	(figure	5.3	below).		

	

	

Figure	5.3	Accessing	Resource	Attributes	

		

On	the	right	hand	command	window,	information	for	that	particular	resource	will	be	displayed.		

	

	

Figure	5.4	Resource	Attributes	Menu	
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The	IP	address,	Username/password	for	the	resource	is	displayed	here.	This	action	can	be	performed	
for	any	of	the	available	resouces.		

For	this	particular	lab,	the	resources	are	as	follows:	

	

CUCM	publisher	
	
IP	address	 	10.10.20.1		
Hostname:	 hq-cucm-pub	
Domain:	 abc.inc	
Username:	 administrator	
Password:	 ciscopsdt	
Access:	 	 HTTP	and	SSH		

	

CUCM	Subscriber	
	
IP	address	 	10.10.20.2		
Hostname:	 hq-cucm-sub	
Domain:	 abc.inc	
Username:	 administrator	
Password:	 ciscopsdt	
Access:	 	 HTTP	and	SSH		

	
	
Presence	Server	

	
IP	address	 	10.10.20.17	
Hostname:	 hq-cups	
Domain:	 abc.inc	
Username:	 administrator	
Password:	 ciscopsdt	
Access:	 	 HTTP	and	SSH		

	

Windows	2012	Server	R2	AD	and	DNS	server	
	
IP	address	 	10.10.20.100	
Hostname:	 directory	
Domain:	 abc.inc	
Username:	 ABC\administrator	
Password:	 ciscopsdt	(change	password	if	prompted)	
Access:	 	 Remote	Desktop	Connection	
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6	 CUCM	and	CUP	Configuration	
	
The	 follow	 devices	 have	 being	 preprvisioned	 on	 the	 Unified	 Communications	 Manager	 for	
convenience.	These	can	be	used	to	register	jabber	clients	on	various	devices.		
	

Username	 Password	 Type	 Device	 DN	
user01	 cisco1234	 Jabber	for	Win/MAC	 CSFuser001	 1001	
user02	 cisco1234	 Jabber	for	Win/MAC	 CSFuser002	 1002	
user03	 cisco1234	 Jabber	for	Win/MAC	 CSFuser003	 1003	
user04	 cisco1234	 Jabber	for	Win/MAC	 CSFuser004	 1004	
user05	 cisco1234	 Jabber	for	Win/MAC	 CSFuser005	 1005	
user06	 cisco1234	 Jabber	for	IPAD	 TABUSER006	 1006	
user07	 cisco1234	 Jabber	for	IPAD	 TABUSER007	 1007	
user08	 cisco1234	 Jabber	for	IPAD	 TABUSER008	 1008	
user09	 cisco1234	 Jabber	for	IPAD	 TABUSER009	 1009	
user10	 cisco1234	 Jabber	for	IPAD	 TABUSER0010	 1010	
user11	 cisco1234	 Jabber	for	Android	 BOTUSER011	 1011	
user12	 cisco1234	 Jabber	for	Android	 BOTUSER012	 1012	
user13	 cisco1234	 Jabber	for	Android	 BOTUSER013	 1013	
user14	 cisco1234	 Jabber	for	Android	 BOTUSER014	 1014	
user15	 cisco1234	 Jabber	for	Android	 BOTUSER015	 1015	
user16	 cisco1234	 Jabber	for	IPhone	 TCTUSER016	 1016	
user17	 cisco1234	 Jabber	for	IPhone	 TCTUSER016	 1017	
user18	 cisco1234	 Jabber	for	IPhone	 TCTUSER016	 1018	
user19	 cisco1234	 Jabber	for	IPhone	 TCTUSER016	 1019	
user20	 cisco1234	 Jabber	for	IPhone	 TCTUSER016	 1020	
	 	 	 	

These	devices	are	specifically	for	Cisco	Jabber	endpoints	that	are	connected	to	the	sandbox	lab	i.e.	
you	 could	 be	 running	 Cisco	 Jabber	 for	 Windows	 on	 the	 device	 connect	 to	 the	 sandbox	 via	
Anyconnect.	Users	can	add	and	register	other	devices	to	the	CUCM.	However,	these	devices	must	be	
connected	to	the	Sandbox	VLAN	in	order	to	register.			 	 	

The	 CUCM	 and	 CUP	 servers	 are	 automatically	 setup	 to	 Sync	 with	 each	 other	 on	 start	 up.	 An	
unsuccessful	 sync	 will	 mean	 issues	 registering	 endpoints	 and	 using	 presence.	 At	 the	 start	 of	 a	
reservation,	it	can	be	useful	to	check	if	this	synchronisation	has	taken	place	successfully.	
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1. Browse	to	the	presence	server	(10.10.20.17)	and	login	to	the	“Cisco	Unified	CM	IM	and	Presence	
Administration”	page.	

2. Goto	Diagnostics	->	System	Troubleshooter	
	

	

		 	 												Figure	6.1						Starting	the	System	Troubleshooter	in	CUP	

	

3. The	system	will	execute	a	number	of	checks	and	my	run	for	a	few	minutes.	Ensure	that	all	tests	
in	 the	 “System	 Troubleshooter”,	 “Sync	 Agent	 Troubleshooter”	 and	 “Presence	 Engine	
Troubleshooter”	 are	 green.	 If	 there	 is	 an	 issue	 with	 any	 of	 these	 tests,	 please	 follow	 the	
instructions	in	the	Solution	column	for	the	given	test.		

	

	

	

	 	 	 									Figure	6.2					Successful	CUP	Diagnostics	

	
	


